Peace Round
DAD - Key of G - Aeolian mode
DAC - Key of Dm**

The first verse shown in the score was written by Jean Ritchie.
Additional traditional verses are shown below.

Music & Lyrics: Traditional
1st verse by Jean Ritchie
arr. Lee Cagle

Rose, Rose, Rose, Rose
Will I ever see thee red?
I will marry at thy will, sire,
At thy will.

Ding dong, ding dong
Wedding bells on an April morn
Carve my name on a moss covered stone,
On a moss covered stone.

Hey, ho, nobody's home
Meat nor drink nor money have I none
Still I will be very, very merry
Hey, ho, nobody's home.

** The notes in the standard notation are for the Key of G and will not be the notes played for the key of Dm in the lower tab line, although the note values and timing will be the same.